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Abstract
Explicit KP and AKNS hierarchy equations can be constructed from a certain set of
algebraic identities involving a quasi-shuffle product.
1 Introduction
The equations of the KP hierarchy are well-known to possess multi-soliton solutions. According
to Okhuma and Wadati [1], these solutions can be expressed as formal power series (in some
indeterminate). Substitution into hierarchy equations leads to algebraic sum identities of a
special kind. The structure of these identities has been explored in [2] and abstracted to a
certain algebra which we briefly recall in section 2.1 Moreover, a map Φ from the latter algebra
to the algebra of pseudo-differential operators underlying the Gelfand-Dickey formulation [4]
of the KP hierarchy was constructed, which maps a certain set of algebraic identities to KP
hierarchy equations, and the whole KP hierarchy is actually obtained in this way. We briefly
recall this map in section 3. In section 4 we show that, quite surprisingly, the same set of
identities is also related to the AKNS hierarchy in a similar way. In particular, relations
between AKNS and KP emerge from this relation, as will be demonstrated in section 5.
2 The algebra
Let A =
⊕
r≥1A
r be a graded linear space over a field K of characteristic zero, supplied with
two products ≺ : Ar × As → Ar+s and • : Ar × As → Ar+s−1 which are associative and also
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1These identities are in fact identities of quasi-symmetric functions, see [3] for example.
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mixed associative. We assume2 that A is generated by A1 via the product ≺. Now we define
a quasi-shuffle product (see, e.g., [5]) ◦ in A by
A ◦B = A ≺ B +B ≺ A + A •B (1)
A ◦ (B ≺ α) = A ≺ B ≺ α +B ≺ (A ◦ α) + A •B ≺ α (2)
(A ≺ α) ◦B = A ≺ (α ◦B) +B ≺ A ≺ α + A •B ≺ α (3)
(A ≺ α) ◦ (B ≺ β) = A ≺ (α ◦ (B ≺ β)) +B ≺ ((A ≺ α) ◦ β)
+(A •B) ≺ (α ◦ β) (4)
for all A,B ∈ A1 and α, β ∈ A. This is another associative product in A which, however, is
not mixed associative with the other products. If (A1, •) is commutative, then also (A, ◦) [2].
Let A(P ) be the subalgebra generated by a single element P ∈ A1. We set P •n := P • . . .•P
(n-fold product). Introducing the combined associative product ≻:=≺ + •, the next formula
defines a further associative product in A(P ),
α×ˆβ := −α ≺ P ≻ β . (5)
In the following I denotes the set of identities in A(P ) built from the elements P •n, n = 1, 2, . . .
solely by use of the products ◦ and ×ˆ.
3 From A(P ) to the KP hierarchy
Let R denote the K-algebra of formal pseudo-differential operators (ΨDOs) generated by
L = ∂ +
∑
n≥1
un+1 ∂
−n (6)
with coefficients from an associative algebra B (over K), together with the projection ( )<0 to
that part of a ΨDO containing only negative powers of the partial derivative operator ∂ (with
respect to a variable x). Now
ℓ(P ) := L , ℓ(α ≺ P ) := −ℓ(α)<0 L , ℓ(α • P ) := ℓ(α)L (7)
determines iteratively a map ℓ : A(P )→R. The map Φ : A(P )→ B defined by
Φ(α) := res(ℓ(α)) (8)
(where the residue of a ΨDO is the coefficient of its ∂−1 term) then has the following properties
[2],
Φ(α×ˆβ) = Φ(α) Φ(β) , Φ(P •n ◦ α) = δnΦ(α) (9)
where δn are derivations with δnL := −[(L
n)<0, L]. They should be regarded as vector fields on
the algebra R. From [2] we recall:
Theorem. Writing u2 = φx and imposing the flow equations δn = ∂tn (where t1 = x), which
imply Φ(P •n) = φtn , all (combinations of) equations of the KP hierarchy lie in Φ(I). 
2This assumption should have been added in [2].
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We believe that any identity from I is mapped to a combination of KP hierarchy equations,
so that the correspondence is actually one-to-one. This has not yet been proven, however. The
set of algebraic identities specified in the theorem expresses the ‘building rules’ of explicit KP
hierarchy equations, which are rather implicitly determined by the sequence of Lax equations
Ltn = −[(L
n)<0, L] [4]. For example, the algebraic identity
4P •3 ◦ P − P ◦4 − 6P ◦ (P ×ˆP ) = 6 [P •2, P ]×ˆ + 3P
•2 ◦ P •2 (10)
is mapped by Φ to the (potential) KP equation
(4φt3 − φxxx − 6 (φx)
2)x = 6 [φt2, φx] + 3φt2t2 . (11)
4 From A(P ) to the AKNS hierarchy
Let B be an associative K-algebra with unit I, and Bλ the algebra of formal series (in an
indeterminate λ and its inverse)
X =
∑
m≤M
λmXm (12)
where Xm ∈ B and M ∈ Z. We set
X≥0 :=
∑
0≤m≤M
λmXm , X<0 := X −X≥0 =
∑
m<0
λmXm . (13)
Next we choose an element V ∈ Bλ of the form
V = v0 + λ
−1 v1 + λ
−2 v2 + λ
−3 v3 + . . . , J := v0 (14)
with J, vm ∈ B. Note that vm = V−m, m = 0, 1, . . .. A generalization of the well-known AKNS
hierarchy (see also [4]) is then determined by
Vtn = [(λ
nV n)≥0, V ] = −[(λ
nV n)<0, V ] =: δnV n = 1, 2, . . . (15)
which requires Jtn = 0. By a standard argument, the flows commute. The first (n = 1)
hierarchy equation is equivalent to
[J, vm+1] + [v1, vm] = vm,x m = 1, 2, . . . . (16)
Next we define two maps ℓ, r : A(P )→ Bλ via ℓ(P ) = r(P ) = λ V and
ℓ(α ≺ P ) = −ℓ(α)<0 λV , ℓ(α • P ) = ℓ(α) λV (17)
r(P ≺ α) = −λV r(α)≥0 , r(P • α) = λV r(α) (18)
for all α ∈ A(P ). As a consequence, we have ℓ(P •m) = r(P •m) = λm V m.3 The map Φ :
A(P )→ B defined by
Φ(α) := (ℓ(α)<0 λV )≥0 = ℓ(α)−1 J (19)
3Several properties of ℓ and r in the KP case have been derived in [2]. Most of them in fact remain valid if
we replace L by λV .
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then satisfies Φ(α) = (r(α)<0 λV )≥0 = r(α)−1 J and
Φ(P •k) = (λkV k)−1 J = (V
k)−(k+1) J . (20)
In particular, we obtain Φ(P ) = v2 J and
Φ(P •2) = ({J, v3}+ {v1, v2}) J (21)
Φ(P •3) = (
1
2
{J, J, v4}+ {J, v1, v3}+
1
2
{J, v2, v2}+
1
2
{v1, v1, v2}) J (22)
where {a1, . . . , ak} :=
∑
σ∈Sk
aσ(1) · · · aσ(k) with the symmetric group Sk of order k. It can be
shown that Φ has the following algebra homomorphism property,
Φ(α×ˆβ) = (ℓ(α)<0 λV r(β)<0)−1 J = Φ(α) Φ(β) (23)
for all α, β ∈ A(P ) (cf theorem 6.2 in [2]). Another important formula is4
Φ(α)tn = δnΦ(α) = Φ(P
•n ◦ α) (24)
where we imposed the flow equations δn = ∂tn on Bλ. Applying Φ to the simple algebraic
identities P •k ◦ P •n = P •n ◦ P •k leads to the relations
(Φ(P •n))tk = (Φ(P
•k))tn (25)
(which in the KP case are trivially satisfied). The identity (10) is mapped by Φ to
(
4 v2,t3 − v2,xxx − 3 ({J, v3}+ {v1, v2})t2 − 6 (v2Jv2)x
)
J
+6 [v2J, ({J, v3}+ {v1, v2}) J ] = 0 . (26)
4.1 V 2 = V reduction
For any polynomial P of V with coefficients in the center of B, the constraint P(V ) = 0, which
in particular requires P(J) = 0, is preserved by the hierarchy (15). Let us consider the special
case V 2 = V , which is equivalent to
vm =
m∑
i=0
vi vm−i = {J, vm}+
m−1∑
i=1
vi vm−i m = 0, 1, 2, . . . . (27)
We further assume that the first of the hierarchy equations (15), i.e. Vx = [λJ + v1, V ] holds,
and thus (16). Together with (27), this implies
vm+1 = −(vm,x +
m∑
i=1
vi vm+1−i − [v1, vm])H (28)
where H := 2J − I which satisfies H2 = I. This allows us to express vm, m > 1, iteratively in
terms of u := v1 and its derivatives with respect to x,
v2 = −(ux + u
2)H , v3 = uxx − 2 u
3 + [u, ux] (29)
v4 = −(uxxx + {u, uxx} − 3 {u
2, ux} − (ux)
2 − 3 u4)H (30)
4This is the analog of the simplest case expressed by proposition 6.5 in [2].
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etc. It is well-known that soliton equations emerge from the hierarchy (15) for n > 1. But now
we show how to obtain them from identities in I. Using the above results, the Φ-images (25)
of algebraic identities for n = 1 and k = 2, 3 become
v2,y J = v3,x J , v2,t J = v4,x J (31)
where y := t2 and t := t3. Let us choose
J =
(
1 0
0 0
)
, u =
(
0 q
r 0
)
(32)
where q and r are elements of a (not necessarily commutative) algebra. Then
v2 =
(
−qr qx
−rx rq
)
, v3 =
(
qrx − qxr qxx − 2 qrq
rxx − 2 rqr rqx − rxq
)
(33)
v4 =
(
−qrxx − qxxr + qxrx + 3qrqr −qxxx + 3 (qxrq + qrqx)
−rxxx + 3 (rxqr + rqrx) rqxx + rxxq − rxqx − 3 rqrq
)
(34)
and equations (31) yield (after an integration)
(qy − qxx + 2 qrq) r = 0 , ry + rxx − 2 rqr = 0 (35)
(qt − qxxx + 3 (qxrq + qrqx)) r = 0 , rt − rxxx + 3 (rxqr + rqrx) = 0 . (36)
(35) is a system of coupled nonlinear Schro¨dinger equations. (36) yields with r = 1 the (noncom-
mutative) KdV equation, and with q = r the (noncommutative) mKdV equation. Moreover,
(26) is satisfied as a consequence of (35) and (36).
4.2 V 3 = I reduction
In this subsection we sketch another reduction: V 3 = I. Let
J =

 1 0 00 ζ 0
0 0 ζ2

 , u := v1 = (1 + 2 ζ)

 0 r qq 0 r
r q 0

 (37)
where ζ is a third root of unity (so that ζ2 + ζ + 1 = 0) and q, r ∈ B. (16) determines the
non-diagonal part of vm, the reduction the diagonal part. We obtain
v2 =

 3 q r ζ rx ζ/(1 + ζ) qx−ζ qx −3 (1 + ζ) q r rx
−ζ/(1 + ζ) rx −qx −3/(1 + ζ) q r

 (38)
v3 =

 (ζ − 1)D/(1 + ζ) −R/(2 + ζ) ζQ/(1 + 2ζ)−Q/(2 + ζ) −(1 + 2ζ)D/(1 + ζ) (1 + ζ)R/(ζ − 1)
ζR/(1 + 2ζ) (1 + ζ)Q/(ζ − 1) (1− ζ)D

 . (39)
where Q := qxx + 9q
2r − 3rrx, R := rxx + 9qr
2 + 3qqx and D := q
3 + r3 + qrx − qxr. Next we
compute (21) and evaluate the identity (25) for n = 1 and k = 2. Setting t := (1 + 2ζ) t2, this
yields the following system of coupled Burgers equations
qt − qxx + 6 r rx = 0 , rt + rxx + 6 q qx = 0 . (40)
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5 From AKNS to KP
The existence of maps ΦKP and ΦAKNS which map identities in the algebra A(P ) to equations
of the KP, respectively AKNS hierarchy suggests a relation between the latter hierarchies. Let
us see what happens if we identify their images. The equation ΦKP(P ) = ΦAKNS(P ) reads
φx = v2 J (41)
and, more generally, ΦKP(P
•n) = ΦAKNS(P
•n) means
φtn = (λ
nV n)−1 J . (42)
With the reduction treated in section 4.1, (41) becomes φx = −q r, which indeed is a well-known
(symmetry) constraint of the KP equation [6]. As a consequence of it, if q, r satisfy the AKNS
equations (35) and (36), then φ satisfies the potential KP equation (11). (41) generalizes this
relation to matrix (potential) KP equations. A thorough analysis of ΦKP = ΦAKNS has still to
be carried out, but we verified with the help of computer algebra in several examples that indeed
matrix (potential) KP equations are satisfied by (41) as a consequence of the corresponding
AKNS equations. We expect that this relation extends to the whole hierarchies. We plan to
report on the relations between the abstract algebra A(P ) and the KP and AKNS hierarchies
sketched in this work in more detail in a separate publication.
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